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Abstract. Self-timed scheduling is an attractive implementation style for multiprocessor DSP systems due

to its ability to exploit predictability in application behavior, its avoidance of over-constrained

synchronization, and its simplified clocking requirements. However, analysis and optimization of self-

timed systems under real-time constraints is challenging due to the complex, irregular dynamics of self-

timed operation. In this paper, we review a number of high-level intermediate representations for

compiling dataflow programs onto self-timed DSP platforms, including representations for modeling the

placement of interprocessor communication (IPC) operations; separating synchronization from data

transfer during IPC; modeling and optimizing linear orderings of communication operations; performing

accurate design space exploration under communication resource contention; and exploring alternative

processor assignments during the synthesis process. We review the structure of these representations, and

discuss efficient techniques that operate on them to streamline scheduling, communication synthesis, and

power management of multiprocessor DSP implementations.

Keywords:Dataflow graphs, embedded systems, digital signal processing, interprocessor communication,

self-timed scheduling.

1. Background

Multiprocessor implementation of DSP applications involves the interaction of several
complex factors including scheduling, interprocessor communication, synchronization,
iterative execution, and more recently,voltage scaling for low power implementation. Ad-
dressing any one of these factors in isolation is itself typically intractable in any optimal
sense; at the same time,with the increasing trend toward multi-objective implementation
criteria in the synthesis of embedded software, it is desirable tounderstand the joint impact
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of these factors. In this paper,we examine several high-level, intermediate representations
that have been developed to analyze andoptimize variousmultiprocessorDSP implemen-
tation factors and manage their interactions.

The techniques discussed in this paper pertain to system specifications based on itera-
tive synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs [10]. Iterative SDFprogrammingof DSPapplica-
tions has been researched widely in the context of multiprocessor implementation, and
numerous commercial DSP tools have been developed that incorporate SDF semantics.
Examples of such tools include SPW by Cadence, COSSAP by Synopsys, and ADS by
Hewlett-Packard.

In SDF, an application is represented as a directed graph in which vertices (actors) re-
present computational tasks, edges specify data dependences, and the numbers of data
values (tokens) produced and consumedby each actor is fixed.Delays on SDFedges repre-
sent initial tokens, and specify dependencies between iterations of the actors in iterative
execution.For example, if tokens produced by the kth invocation of actorA are consumed
by the (kþ 2)th invocationofactorB,then the edge (A; B) contains twodelays.Actors can
be ofarbitrary complexity. InDSPdesign environments,they typically range in complexity
frombasic operations such as additionor subtraction to signal processing subsystems such
asFFTunits and adaptive filters.We refer to an SDFrepresentationofan application as an
application graph.

In this paper,we use a form of SDFcalled homogeneous SDF (HSDF) that is suitable
for dataflow-based multiprocessor design tools since it exposes parallelism more thor-
oughly. In HSDF, each actor transfers a single token to/from each incident edge.General
techniques for converting SDFgraphs intoHSDF form are developed in [10].We represent
a dataflowgraphby an ordered pair (V ; E),whereV is the set of actors and E is the set of
edges.We refer to the source and sink actors of a dataflow edge e by srcðeÞ and snkðeÞ,we
denote the delay on e by delayðeÞ, and we occasionally represent an edge e by the ordered
pair ðsrcðeÞ; snkðeÞÞ.We say that e is an output edge of srcðeÞ; e is an input edge of snkðeÞ;
and e is delayless if delayðeÞ ¼ 0.The execution time or estimated execution time of an
actor v is denoted tðvÞ.

Mapping an applicationgraphonto amultiprocessor architecture includes three impor-
tant steps�assigning actors to processors (processor assignment), ordering the actors as-
signed to each processor (actor ordering), and determining when each actor should
commence execution.All of these tasks can either be performed at run-time or at compile
time to give us different scheduling strategies.

In relation to the scheduling taxonomy of Lee and Ha [9],we focus in this paper on the
self-timed strategy and the closely-related ordered transaction strategy.These approaches
are popular and efficient for theDSPdomain due to their combination of robustness, pre-
dictability, and flexibility [17]. In self-timed scheduling, each processor executes the tasks
assigned to it in a fixed order that is specified at compile time.Before executing an actor, a
processor waits for the data needed by that actor tobecome available.Thus,processors are
required to perform run-time synchronization when they communicate data.This pro-
vides robustness when the execution times of tasks are not known precisely or when they
may exhibit occasional deviations from their compile-time estimates. Examples of an ap-
plication graph and a corresponding self-timed schedule are illustrated in Figure 1.
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The ordered transactionmethod is similar to the self-timedmethod,but it also adds the
constraint that a linear ordering of the communication actors is determined at compile
time, and enforced at run-time [18].The linear ordering imposed is called the transaction
order of the associated multiprocessor implementation.The transaction order, which is
enforced by special hardware, obviates run-time synchronization and bus arbitration, and
also enhances predictability. Also, if constructed carefully, it can in general lead to a more
efficient pattern of actor/communication operations compared to an equivalent self-
timed implementation [6].

2. Modeling Self-Timed Execution

In this section,we discuss two relatedgraph-theoretic models, the interprocessorcommun-
icationgraph (IPCgraph) Gipc [17], [18] and the synchronizationgraph Gs [17],that are used
tomodel the self-timed executionofa givenparallel schedule for a dataflowgraph.Given a
self-timed multiprocessor schedule for G,we derive Gipc by instantiating a vertex for each
task, connecting an edge from each task to the task that succeeds it on the same processor,
and adding an edge that has unit delay from the last taskon each processor to the first task
on the same processor. Also, for each edge ðx; yÞ in G that connects tasks that execute on
different processors, an IPC edge is instantiated inGipc from x to y.Figure 2 shows the IPC
graph that corresponds to the applicationgraphand self-timed schedule of Figure 1. In this
graph, the nodes labeled with ‘‘s’’ are nodes that send data and the nodes labeled with ‘‘r’’
are nodes that receive data.

Vertices in these graphs correspond to individual tasks of the application being imple-
mented.Each edge inGipc andGs is eitheran intraprocessoredge oran interprocessoredge.
Intraprocessor edges model the ordering (specified by the given parallel schedule) of tasks
assigned to the same processor. Interprocessor edges in Gipc, called IPC edges, connect

Figure1. An example of an application graph and an associated self-timed schedule.The numbers on edges (4,8)
and (4, 9) denote nonzero delays.
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tasks assigned to distinct processors thatmust communicate for the purpose of data trans-
fer,and interprocessor edges inGs, called synchronization edges, connect tasks assigned to
distinct processors that must communicate for synchronization purposes.

Each edge ðvj; viÞ inGipc represents the synchronization constraint

startðvi; kÞ � endðvj; k� delayððvj ; viÞÞÞ for all k; (1)

where startðv; kÞ and endðv; kÞ respectively represent the time at which invocation k of
actor v begins execution and completes execution, and delayðeÞ represents the delay asso-
ciatedwith edge e.

Initially, the synchronization graphGs is identical toGipc.However,various transforma-
tions can be applied to Gs in order to make the overall synchronization structure more
efficient. After all transformations on Gs are complete, Gs and Gipc can be used to map
the given parallel schedule into an implementation on the target architecture.The IPC
edges in Gipc represent buffer activity, and are implemented as buffers in shared memory,
whereas the synchronization edges of Gs represent synchronization constraints, and are
implemented by updating and testing flags in shared memory. If there is an IPC edge as
well as a synchronization edge between the same pair of tasks, then a synchronization
protocol is executed before the buffer corresponding to the IPC edge is accessed to ensure
sender”receiver synchronization.On the other hand, if there is an IPC edge between two
tasks in the IPC graph, but there is no synchronization edge between the two, then no

Figure 2. The IPC graph constructed from the application graph and schedule of Figure 1.Dashed edges repre-
sent IPC edges and the shaded actors are communication actors (send and receive actors) that perform interpro-
cessor communication.
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synchronization needs to be done before accessing the shared buffer. If there is a
synchronization edge between two tasks but no IPC edge, then no shared buffer is allo-
cated between the two tasks; only the corresponding synchronization protocol is invoked.

Any transformation that we perform on the synchronization graph must respect the
synchronization constraints implied byGipc. If we ensure this, thenwe only need to imple-
ment the synchronization edges of the optimized synchronization graph (in conjunction
with the IPC edges of Gipc). If G1 ¼ ðV ; E1Þ and G2 ¼ ðV ; E2Þ are synchronization
graphs with the same vertex-set and the same set of intraprocessor edges (edges that are
not synchronization edges),we say that G1 preserves G2 if for all e 2 E2 such that e =2 E1,
we have

�G1
ðsrcðeÞ; snkðeÞÞ � delayðeÞ; (2)

where �Gðx; yÞ � 1 if there is no path from x to y in the synchronization graph G, and if
there is a path from x to y, then �Gðx; yÞ is the minimumoverall paths p directed from x to
y of the sumof the edge delays on p.Thus,G1 preservesG2 if for any newedge inG2 (i.e., for
any edge not in G1), there is a path in G1 directed from the source of the edge to the sink
that has a cumulative delay that is less than or equal to the delay of the edge.The following
theorem (developed in [17]) is fundamental to synchronization graph analysis.

THEOREM 1
The synchronization constraints (from (1)) of G1 imply the constraints of G2 if G1 pre-

servesG2.
Theorem 1 underlies the validity of avarietyof useful synchronization graph transform-

ations,which include systematic removal of redundant synchronization edges; rearrange-
mentof synchronization edges to trade-off latencyand throughput; graphtransformations
for use of low-overhead synchronization protocols; and streamlined sizing of interproces-
sor communication buffers [17].

3. Ordering Communication

The IPC graph is an instance of Reiter’s computation graphmodel [14], also known as the
timedmarked graphmodel in Petri net theory [13], and fromthe theoryof such graphs, it is
well known that in the ideal case of unlimited bus bandwidth, the average iteration period
for theASAP execution of an IPC graph is given by themaximum cycle mean (MCM) of
Gipc,which is defined by

MCMðGipcÞ ¼ max
cycle C in Gipc

X
v2C

tðvÞ

Delay ðCÞ

8><
>:

9>=
>;; (3)

whereDelayðCÞ denotes the sumof the edge delays over all edges in the cycleC.
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The MCM is thus the maximum over all directed cycles C of the sum of the task
execution times in C divided by the sum of the edge delays in C. The quotient in (3) is
referred to as the cycle mean of the associated cycle C. A variety of efficient, low
polynomial-time algorithms have been developed for computingMCMs (e.g., see [5]).

IPC costs (estimated transmission latencies through themultiprocessor network) canbe
incorporated into the IPC graph model, and the performance expression (3), by explicitly
including communication (send and receive) actors, and setting the execution times of
these actors to equal the associated IPC costs. In this case, the performance estimate (3)
is limited by any underlying uncertainties in the actor execution times, and run-time con-
tention due to shared communication resources.Nevertheless, it has proven to be a useful
estimate of performance during design space exploration for multiprocessor DSP.

A similar data structure,which is useful in analyzing ordered transaction implementa-
tions, is Sriram’s ordered transaction graph model [18]. Given an ordering O ¼
fo1; o2; . . . opg for the communication actors in an IPC graph Gipc ¼ ðVipc; EipcÞ, the
corresponding ordered transaction graph �ðGipc; OÞ is defined as the directed graph
GOT ¼ ðVOT ; EOT Þ,where

VOT ¼ Vipc; EOT ¼ Eipc [ EO; (4)

EO ¼ fðop; o1Þ; ðo1; o2Þ; ðo2; o3Þ; . . . ; ðop�1; opÞg; (5)

delayðoi; oiþ1Þ ¼ 0 for 1 � i < p;

and delayðop; o1Þ ¼ 1: (6)

Thus, an IPC graph can be modified by adding edges (the edges in EO) obtained from
the orderingO to create the ordered transaction graph.

A closely related data structure is the transaction partial order graph GTPO that is com-
puted from the IPCgraphby first deleting all edges inGipc that have delays ofone or more,
and then deleting all of the computation actors.The transaction partial order graph repre-
sents the minimum set of dependencies imposed among different processors by the com-
munication actors of the IPC graph.These dependencies must be obeyed by any ordering
of the communication operations.

Figure 3 shows an example of a transaction partial order graph.
As described in Section 1,when the ordered transaction strategy is implementedusing a

hardwaremethod such as amicro-controller that imposes the linearorder,there is noneed
for synchronization and contention for shared communication resources is also elimi-
nated.Therefore, if the execution time estimates for the actors are accurate or are true
worst-case values, then the MCMof the ordered transaction graph gives us an accurate
estimate or worst-case bound, respectively, of the iteration period of the associated appli-
cation graph under the ordered transaction strategy. Such efficient, accurate performance
assessment is useful for design space exploration ingeneral, and it is especially usefulwhen
implementing applications that have real time constraints.

If interprocessor communication costs are negligible, an optimal transaction order can
be computed in low polynomial time for a given self-timed schedule [18].We call this
method of deriving transaction orders the Bellman-Ford Based (BFB) method since it is
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basedon applying theBellman-Ford shortest pathalgorithm to an intermediate graph that
is derived from the given self-timed schedule.

However,when IPC costs are not negligible, as is frequently and increasingly the case in
practice, the problem of determining an optimal transaction order is NP-hard [6].This in-
tractability has been shown to hold both under iterative and non-iterative execution of ap-
plication graphs.Thus, under nonzero IPC costs,we must resort to heuristics for efficient
solutions. Furthermore, the polynomial-time BFB algorithm is no longer optimal, and al-
ternative techniques that account for IPC costs are preferable.

In the presence of non-negligible communication costs, an efficient transaction order
can be constructed with the help of the transaction partial order graph GTPO described
earlier.The transaction partial orderalgorithm is one systematic approach for using trans-
action partial order graphs to construct efficient orderings of communication operations.
This algorithm proceeds by considering�one by one�each vertex of GTPO that has no
input edges (vertices in the transaction partial order graph that have no input edges are
called ready vertices) as a candidate to be scheduled next in the transaction order. Inter-
processor edges are inserted from each candidate vertex to all other ready vertices inGipc,
and the corresponding MCM is measured.The candidate whose corresponding MCM is
the least when evaluated in this fashion is chosen as the next vertex in the ordered transac-
tion, and deleted fromGTPO.This process is repeated until all communication actors have
been scheduled into a linear ordering.

Figure 4 shows an example of an ordered transaction graph that is derived using the
transactionpartial orderalgorithm.The algorithmhasbeen showntoperform consistently
well on DSP application graphs [6].

While the ordered transaction method is useful in its total elimination of run-time
synchronization and bus arbitration overhead, the transaction partial order heuristic is
able to improve the performance beyond what is achievable by a self-timed schedule
even if synchronization and arbitration costs are negligible compared to actor execution

Figure 3. The transaction partial order graph constructed from IPC graph of Figure 2.
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times [6]. Such performance benefit is achieved by strategic positioning of the commu-
nication operations in ways that do not evolve from the natural evolution of self-timed
schedules [6], [7].

In summary, the ordered transaction and transaction partial order graphs are useful
representations forordering communicationoperations onplatforms that provide support
for enforcing such orderings. Optimal transaction orders can be derived in polynomial
time if IPC costs are negligible; however, the performance of the self-timed schedule is
an upper bound on the performance of corresponding ordered transaction schedules un-
der negligible IPC costs.Conversely,when IPC costs are non-negligible, optimal transac-
tion ordering is NP-hard, but the performance of a self-timed schedule can, in general, be
exceeded significantlyby a carefully-constructed transactionorder.As the relative costs of
global communication increase in embedded multiprocessor platforms, this latter rela-
tionship becomes an important design consideration.

4. The Period GraphModel

Recall that given predictable actor execution times, one can apply (3) to accurately assess
system throughput in the absence of any contention for communication resources. How-
ever,with the use of shared buses,which are employed in many embedded multiprocessor
architectures, the accuracy of estimates based on (3) can be expected to degrade with the

Figure 4. An example of an ordered transaction graph that is derived by the transaction partial order algorithm.
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level of bus contention that results at run-time.Fortunately, this does not affect the validity
or utilityof the communication and synchronizationmanagement techniques discussed in
Section 2, since these techniques operate directly on the sets of interprocessor communi-
cation and synchronization edges,without need for performance estimation.Furthermore,
this limitation is not encountered when using the ordered transaction model of Section 3,
since contention is eliminatedunder this implementationmodel regardless of the medium
used for communication.

However, accurate performance assessment of self-timed systems involving shared
communication resources in general must be able to handle contentionon these resources.
In a typical embedded multiprocessor optimization scenario, such assessment is carried
out repeatedly in order to evaluate candidate solutions for a given design.There are many
optimizations for which one could explore variations in task execution times. Examples
include exploring migrations between hardware and software, applying voltage scaling,
exploring code size/performance trade-offs for a particular task in the application, or
investigating alternative processor assignments in a heterogeneous multiprocessor. In
order to evaluate aparticular change to agiven task,the performance impactof the change
must be evaluated.

One consequence of communication resource contention in this context is that under
iterative execution that is self-timed, there is no known method for deriving an analytical
expression for the throughput of the system, and thus, simulation is required to get a clear
picture of application performance. However, simulation is computationally expensive,
and it is highly undesirable to perform simulation inside the innermost optimization loop
during synthesis.

The period graph is an efficient estimator for the system throughput that can be em-
ployed to avoid such inner-loop simulation [2]. In particular, the reciprocal of the MCM
of the period graph can be used as an efficient estimate of the throughput.

If communication resource contention is resolved deterministically, and execution
times are constant, then self-timed evolution may lead to an initial transient state, but the
executionwill eventually become periodic [17].This holds because the multiprocessor may
be modeled as a finite-state system, and thus, aperiodic behavior�which implies the pre-
sence of infinitely many distinct states�cannot hold. InDSP systems, although execution
times are not always constant, or known precisely, they typically adhere closely to their
respective estimates with high frequency.Under such conditions, the periodic execution
patternobtained fromthe estimated execution timesprovides an estimateofoverall system
throughput based on the task-level estimates.

For self-timed systems, when we apply execution time estimates to assess overall
throughput, it is necessary to simulate (using the execution time estimates) past the
transient state until a periodic execution pattern (steady state) emerges. Unfortunately,
the duration of the transient may be exponential in the size of the application
specification [17], and this makes simulation-intensive, iterative synthesis approaches
highly unattractive.

The period graph model greatly reduces the rate at which simulation must be carried
out during iterative synthesis. Given an assignment v of task execution times, and a self-
timed schedule, the associated period graph is constructed from the periodic, steady-state
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pattern of the resulting simulation. The MCM of the period graph (with certain
adjustments) is then used as a computationally-efficient means of estimating the iteration
period (the reciprocal of the throughput) as changes are explored within a neighborhood
of v.

Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) illustrate an application graph along with a self-timed sche-
dule and the associated IPC graph, as defined in Section 2,whichwe use to illustrate con-
struction of period graphs.The solid black circles on the edges in the IPC graph represent
delays,which model inter-iteration dependencies.Here, a node labeled sði; jÞ represents a
communication actor that sends data fromnode i to node j.Similarly, a node labeled rði; jÞ

Figure 5. An example of an application and IPC graph that are used to illustrate the construction of period
graphs. (a) Application graph; (b) schedule; and (c) IPC graph.

(b) (c)

(a)
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represents an actor that receives data from node i destined for node j.The throughput can
be determined by conducting a discrete event simulation of the IPC graph, given a model
for resolution of communication resource contention.Figure 6 shows the periodic portion
of the simulator output of the IPC graph of Figure 5,where the processors are connected
bya shared bus, and lower numberedprocessors are grantedpriority in the casewhere two
processors request the bus simultaneously.

The first step in the construction of the period graph is the identification of the period
(steady state periodic executionpattern) from the simulatoroutput.This canbe performed
by tracing backward through the simulation and searching for the latest intermediate time

Figure 6. (a) The periodic component of simulation output for the IPC graph in Figure 5. (b) The period graph
constructed from (a).

(a)

(b)
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instant ta at which the system state SðtaÞ equals the state Sðtf Þ obtained at the end of the
simulation (here, tf denotes the simulation time limit). If nomatch is found,then the endof
the first period exceeds tf , and thus, the simulation needs tobe extended beyond tf .Other-
wise, the region in the simulation profile (Gantt chart) that spans the interval ½ta; tf � con-
stitutes a (minimal) period of the simulated steady state.

Here,the system stateSðtÞ contains the execution state of eachprocessor,which is either
‘‘idle’’ or is represented by an ordered pair ðA; �Þ, where A is the task being executed at
time t, and � denotes the time remaining until the current invocation of A is completed.
The state SðtÞ also contains the current buffer sizes of all IPC buffers, as well as any in-
formation (e.g., request queue status) that is used by the protocol for resolution of com-
munication contention.The periodic part of the simulator output may span one iteration
of all the tasks as shown in Figure 6, or multiple iterations of all the tasks as illustrated in
Figure 7.As illustrated in Figure 6,the periodgraph consists ofall the tasks comprising the
period thatwas detected,with the idle time ranging between tasks (including those that are
caused by communication contention) also treated as nodes in the graph. For purposes of
analysis, it is useful to separate the idle nodes into two sets.When a node has the necessary

Figure 7. An illustration of a period graph model that spans multiple application iterations.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)
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datato execute,but is idlewaiting foraccess to thebus,the associated idle node is classified
as a contention idle.When a node is idle waiting for its predecessors’ data, the associated
idle node is classified as a data idle. Contention idles are a consequence of mutual exclu-
sivity,while data idles are a formof condition synchronization.The nodes are connected by
edges in the order that they appear in the period. An edge is placed from the last node in
the period for eachprocessor to the first node in the period.This edge isgiven adelay value
ofone (tomodel the associated transition between period iterations),while all of the other
intraprocessor edges have delay values of zero.This is done for all the processors in the
system.The period graph is completed by adding an edge from each send node to its cor-
responding receive node. Further details on period graph extraction are developed in [2].

Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) illustrate another application graph along with a self-timed
schedule; Figure 7(c) shows the periodic steady state that results from the schedule of
Figure 7(a) and the execution time estimates shown in Figure 7(b); and Figure 7(d) shows
the resulting period graph.The nodes in Figure 7(d) that contain diagonal stripes corre-
spond to idle time ranges in the period.Note that the steady state periodmay spanmultiple
graph iterations (2 in this example), and in the period graph, this translates to multiple in-
stances of each application graph task. For purposes of clarity in Figure 7, we have as-
sumed negligible latency associatedwith IPC in this illustration.

Once the period graph has been constructed, it can be used as an efficient estimator for
the throughput in any optimization for which the execution times of the nodes are varied
(e.g.,when exploring migrationsbetween hardware and software, applying voltage scaling,
or exploring alternative processor assignments in a heterogeneous multiprocessor). How-
ever, it is not obvious how one should adjust the idle times in the period graph. It is ob-
served in [2] that the effects of contention can be captured efficiently with high
estimation accuracy by ignoring (setting to zero) the data idles and leaving the contention
idles constant as the computation times are scaled.

The period graph has been applied to the problem of voltage scaling for power reduc-
tionofmultiprocessorDSP systems. It hasbeen shownto increase overall poweroptimiza-
tion efficiency significantly when used to explore voltage variationswithin a limited range
around a given voltage vector (assignment of processor voltages) [2]. For larger changes in
node execution times, the fidelity (accuracy) of the estimate decreases. In general, one
would use the period graph in a local search, for which the fidelity is acceptable, and re-
simulate and rebuild the period graphoutside this regionwhen necessary.This integration
of period graph analysis with occasional re-simulation has been studied in [3].

5. Clusterization Function Representations

The concept of clustering has been widely applied to various applications and research
problems such as parallel processing, load balancing and partitioning [11], [12].Clustering
is also often used as a front-end to multiprocessor system synthesis tools. In this context,
clustering refers to the grouping of actors into subsets that execute on the same processor.
The purpose of clustering is thus to constrain the remaining steps of synthesis, especially
scheduling, so that they can focus on strategic processor assignments.
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In the context of embedded system implementation, one limitation shared by many ex-
isting clustering and scheduling techniques is that theyhavebeendesigned for general pur-
pose computation. In the general-purpose domain, there are many applications for which
short compile time is of major concern. In such scenarios, it is highly desirable to ensure
that an application can be mapped to an architecture within a matter of seconds.The
internalization algorithm [15] and the dominant sequence algorithm [19] are examples of
such low complexity algorithms.

Several probabilistic search approaches to multiprocessor scheduling have been pro-
posed in the literature, such as genetic algorithms, that exploit the increased compile time
tolerance available with embedded systems (e.g., see [1] for a general discussion of genetic
algorithms, and [4] for an example of a recent genetic algorithm approach to scheduling).
However,these approaches typically have complex,highly specialized solution representa-
tions in the underlying genetic algorithm formulation, and require ‘‘repair’’ mechanisms
that further reduce their search efficiency. Specifically, the result of applying genetic op-
erators, such as crossover or mutation, may generate an infeasible solution,which the GA
must either discard or repair (to make it feasible). Repair mechanisms thus transform in-
feasible solutions into feasible ones.Repair may not always be successful.

The clusterization function representation is a mechanism for encoding candidate clus-
tering solutions that is amenable to probabilistic search strategies,perhapsmost notably to
genetic algorithms, but that avoids the asymmetries and repair requirements that plague
the effectiveness of conventional solution encodings that are used during scheduling [8].
The clusterization function concept is captured by the following definition.

DEFINITION 1
Suppose that � is a subset of application graph edges.Then f�: E ! f0; 1g denotes the

clusterization function associated with �.This function is defined by:

f ðeiÞ ¼
0 if ðei 2 �Þ
1 otherwise;

�
(7)

where E is the set ofapplication graph edges and ei 2 E.
By means of this definition, an enclosing search algorithm initially places actors in dif-

ferent clusters in some fashion (e.g., randomly) to generate an initial solution space, and
then through successive refinement steps moves edges between clusters until solutions
converge or some pre-defined limiton the numberof refinement steps expires.Whenusing
a clusterization function to represent a clustering solution, the edge subset � is taken to be
the set of edges that are contained in clusters. An illustration is shown in Figure 8.

This subset view of clustering develops a natural and efficient mapping into the frame-
workofgenetic algorithms.Derived from the schema theoryofgenetic algorithms (a sche-
ma denotes a similarity template that represents a subset of f0; 1gl ), canonical genetic
algorithms (which use binary representation of each solution as fixed-length strings over
the set f0; 1g and efficiently handle optimization problems of the form f : f0; 1g ! <)
provide near-optimal sampling strategies over subsequent generations. Furthermore,
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binary encodings in which the semantic interpretations of different bit positions exhibit
high symmetry (e.g.,with the clusterization function, eachbit corresponds to the existence
or absence of an edge within a cluster) allow search techniques to leverage extensive prior
research on genetic operators for symmetric encodings rather than forcing the develop-
ment of specialized, less-thoroughly-tested operators to handle the underlying non
symmetric, non traditional and sequenced-based representation. Accordingly, the cluster-
ization function encoding scheme is favored both by schema theory, and significant prior
workongenetic operators.Furthermore,by providing no constraints ongenetic operators,
clusterization functionspreserve the natural behaviorofgenetic algorithms.Finally,a clus-
terization function encoding never generates an illegal or invalid solution, and thus saves
repair-related synthesis time that would otherwise have beenwasted in locating, removing
or correcting invalid solutions.

The clusterization function approach has been applied to develop a genetic algorithm
that schedules application graphs tominimize the latency of each application graph itera-
tion (schedule makespan),while taking interprocessor communication overhead into ac-
count. In this approach, the initial genetic algorithm population is initialized with a
random selectionof clusterization functions (mappings fromE into f0; 1g) and the fitness
is evaluated using a modified version of list scheduling that abandons the restrictions
imposed by a global scheduling clock, as proposed in [16].This application of the cluster-
ization function has been shown to significantly outperform existing clustering tech-
niques, including the internalization algorithm, the dominant sequence algorithm, and
randomized versions of the internalization and dominant sequence algorithms that were
evaluated under equal amounts of synthesis time (equal amounts of time available for
probabilistic search) [8].

Figure 8. (a) An application graph representation of an FFTand the associated clusterization function f�a ; (b) a
clustering of the FFTapplication graph, and f�b (c) the resulting subset �b of clustered edges, along with the
(empty) subset �a of clustered edges in the original (unclustered) application graph.

(a) (b) (c)
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Since clustering is widely applicable as a front-end tomany multiprocessor design con-
texts, and the clusterization function formulation captures all possible clustering alterna-
tives in an efficient and elegant representation, it is suitable for use in many types of tools
for DSP system synthesis.

6. Summary

Designers of co-design and system synthesis tools for DSP can exploit the use of predict-
able, coarse-grain programming models, such as synchronous dataflow (SDF),which are
considered too restrictive for general-purpose design tools. However, at the same time,
multiprocessor DSP implementation is typically faced with an unusually complex range
of design constraints and objectives.To help address this increasing trend toward high de-
sign complexity, this paper has discussed several SDF-based intermediate representations
for self-timed implementationofmultiprocessorDSPapplications, including the interpro-
cessor communication graph for modeling the placement of IPC operations; the synchro-
nization graph for separating synchronization from data transfer during IPC; the ordered
transaction and transactionpartial ordergraphs formodeling andoptimizing linearorder-
ings of communicationoperations; the period graph for accurate design space exploration
under communication resource contention; and the clusterization function concept for
representing processor assignments during the scheduling process.
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